DOCTRA Virtual Folder Extensions
for OpenText Content Server
Summary
The OpenText Content Server offers a wealth of document management functionality that already goes beyond what can be
expected from a modern ECM system. , On top of that Doctra offers add-on packages which make working with the OpenText
Content Server even more efficient and flexible.
These AddOns are developed and maintained by Doctra – driven by frequent customer requests.
Doctra Extensions for the OpenText Content Server provide you with pre-packaged solutions that are developed and tested by
experienced Content Server specialists. The modules are available for different Content Server versions with language packs for
German (DE) and English (EN).
The AddOns are offered as license packages including maintenance, making them future-proof and ready for future OpenText
Content Server versions.

DOCTRA Virtual Folder Extensions
This solution package was developed to provide even more flexibility when using the Virtual Folder (VF) of the OpenText Content
Server. The package includes the following functional groups, each of which is functional in SmartUI in addition to the classic view:
VF Dynamic Creation
By default, virtual folders can only be created, if the filter values on which the virtual folder is based, already exist and are
attached to documents. Hence virtual folders typically can’t be used in workspace templates, because regularly the values to be
filtered do not yet exist in the template, but will only exist after the actual workspace creation and the associated metadata
transfer.
The Doctra extension "VF Dynamic Creation" solves this dilemma and enables
•
•
•
•
•

the creation of workspace templates including virtual folders
generating virtual folders even without existing objects / facets
using attribute values for the selection of documents / objects
the starting point for the object search can be freely defined
configuration through the Standard Content Server Administration

VF Name Conversion
In many cases it would beneficial to see attribute values directly in the object listing. Especially when displaying the content of
virtual folders, it is helpful to be able to distinguish documents directly by their name, which often is identical when being
sourced from different locations.
The Doctra Content Server extension "VF Name Conversion" makes it possible to dynamically name objects based on their
metadata and it also makes it possible to dynamically generate facets based on these values.
The extension offers
•
•
•
•

dynamic naming of contents within a virtual folder
attributes and columns (system and custom) are available as variables
definition of separators to visually split individual attributes/values within the object name
configuration of facet filters "without values" for the definition of virtual folders

VF Dynamic Folder
Virtual folders are a useful tool for dynamically associating and displaying content in the Content Server. However, due to the
technical implementation in the Content Server Standard, the desired result cannot be achieved in many cases since the
limitation of facets as a filter method is too restrictive.
This is where the Doctra extension "VF Dynamic Folder" comes in handy - it extends the virtual folder and turns it into a
powerful tool that allows Content Server to display virtually any content within a virtual folder.
The extensions offers
•
•
•
•
•

a new object type "VF Dynamic Folder“
any SQL command can be defined as data source in the "Specific" tab of the dynamic folder
clicking on the dynamic folder displays the results of the SQL query as an object list
the configuration is only available for administrators
regular users see the result list

